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1. Introduction

Let $ be a class of finite soluble groups with the properties: (1) ^ is a Fitting
class (i.e. normal subgroup closed and normal product closed) and (2) if N ^ H ^
G e %, N <i G and HjN is a /?-group for some prime p, then He^. Then % is
called a Fischer class. In any finite soluble group G, there exists a unique conjugacy
class of maximal ^-subgroups V called the ^-injectors which have the property
that for every N<i<\G, N r> V is a maximal fjf-subgroup of N [3]. By Lemma
1 (4) [7] an ^-injector V of G covers or avoids a chief factor of G. As in [7] we will
call a chief factor ^-covered or ^-avoided according as V covers or avoids it and
^-complemented if it is complemented and each of its complements contains some
^-injector. Furthermore we will call a chief factor partially %-complemented if it is
complemented and at least one of its complements contains some ^-injector of G.

For a finite soluble group G, W. Gaschutz [4] has constructed a characteristic
conjugacy class of subgroups of G called the Prefrattini subgroups, which avoid all
complemented chief factors and cover the rest. Also, given a formation / locally
defined by {f(p)} (see [5]), T. Hawkes [8] has constructed, using Sylow systems
[6], another characteristic conjugacy class of subgroups of G which avoid all
complemented/-eccentric [1] chief factors and cover the rest. If/(/>) = <p for each
prime p then the latter reduce to Prefrattini subgroups. In this note we show:

THEOREM. Let G be a finite soluble group. Then there exists a characteristic
class of conjugate subgroups of G which avoid all partially %-complemented chief
factors and cover the rest.

All groups are assumed to be finite and soluble.

2. Partially ^-complemented chief factors

In this section we will give simple characterizations of partially ^-complement-
ed chief factors of a group G, which we shall need in the next section. We begin
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with two examples. That a chief factor of G may be partially ^-complemented
without being ^-complemented is shown by the following example.

EXAMPLE. Consider the dihedral group

D20 s C2xD10 = (x,y,z\x2 = y5 = z2 = 1, z~1yz = y~\xy = yx,xz = zx},

and take % to be the Fischer class ft of all nilpotent groups. Clearly <x, y) is the
•K-injector of D20 • The chief factor (y, z)l(yy is complemented by <x, y) as well
as <j», xz>; however only one of these contains the !Ji-injector of D20.

Every partially ^-complemented chief factor of G is clearly g-avoided. But
every ^-avoided complemented chief factor may not be partially ^-complemented
as the following example shows.

EXAMPLE. Let H = <x> x <j> be the direct product of a 2-cycle by a 4-cycle
respectively. No complement of <x> in H contains the 2-cycle <xy2>, since the
only 4-cycles of H complementing <x> are <xj> = <xy3> and (y}, and none of
these contains xy2.

Now let G be the semi-direct product of a 5-cycle <z> by H, with the action
of x and y on z given by x'1 zx = z~ i and j ; ~x z j = z2. Clearly xy2 acts trivially
on z. Also <z> x (xy2y is the ^-injector of G. Now the chief factor <z, x>/<z> is
9?-avoided and complemented in G but it is certainly not partially ^-complemented.

Let H/K be a partially ^-complemented chief factor of G and M a complement
containing an ^-injector of G, then we will say that H/K is partially ^-complement-
ed by M.

PROPOSITION 2.1. Let V be an %-injector of G and P a Sylow p-subgroup of V.
A p-chief factor of G is partially ^-complemented by M ijfPG lies in M.

REMARK. By Corollary to Lemma 3 [7], P is a Sylow /^-subgroup of PG.
Hence it follows that a /?-chief factor of G is ^-avoided iff it is avoided by PG.
Henceforth we will be using these facts without further mention. Also V will
always denote an f^-injectcr cf G and P a Sylow ^-subgroup of V.

PROOF. Let H/K be a p-chief factor of G partially ^-complemented by M.
Let D = CoreG M and A/D the unique minimal normal subgroup of G/D. By
Theorem 3.1 [4], A = CG(H/K). Since H/K is ^-avoided, [H,PG] g H n PG =
KnPG ^ K. Thus PG ^ A. But ^/Z> is also ^-avoided since it is partially %-
complemented by M. Hence PG = PG n A = PG n D ^ D ^ M.

Conversely, let H/K be a complemented p-chief factor of G and M a com-
plement containing PG. If J and D are as before, then A/D is ^-avoided as PG

avoids it. Since A/D is self-centralizing, by Lemma 4 [7] M contains an ^-injector
of G. Hence H/K is partially ^-complemented by M.

COROLLARY 2.2. G has no partially ^-complemented p-chief factors iff all of
its p-chief factors are %-covered.
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PROOF. Assume first of all that G has no partially ^-complemented p-chief
factors. Then we claim that P i s a Sylow p-subgroup of G. For otherwise P G Sp < G,
where Sp is a Sylow /^-complement of G. Let M be a maximal subgroup of G
containing PGS". Let A and D be as in Proposition 2.1. Then by the latter, AjD is
partially ^-complemented by M, a contradiction. Thus P is a Sylow p-subgroup
of G which means all p-chief factors of G are ^-covered. The converse is trivial,
since a partially ^-complemented p-chief factor is necessarily ^-avoided.

COROLLARY 2.3. Every complemented p-chief factor of G/PG is an %-comple-
mented chief factor of G.

Let 31 be the set of all ^-avoided complemented chief factors of G with the
following property : If HjKe^i. and for some prime p,p\ \HIK\, then HPG/KPG

is a complemented chief factor of G.

PROPOSITION 2.4. A chief factor of G belongs to 91 iff it is partially %-com-
plemented.

PROOF. Let H/K be archief factor of G which belongs to 31 and let p\ \H/K\.
By hypotheses HPa/KPG is complemented in G by M, say. Clearly M contains
PG and complements H/K. Hence by Proposition 2.1 H/K is partially ^f-com-
plemented.

Conversely, if H/K is a p-chief factor of G partially ^-complemented by M,
say, then by Proposition 2.1 M ^ PG. Now clearly M complements HPG/KPG.
Hence H/K belongs to 31.

The following Proposition is a consequence of Proposition 2.4.

PROPOSITION 2.5. Given any two chief series of G there is a 1-1 correspondence
between partially ^-complemented chief factors in the two series, the corresponding
chief factors being G-isomorphic.

PROOF. Consider any two chief series of G/PG. By Lemma 2.6 [2] there is a
1-1 correspondence between complemented chief factors in the above series,
corresponding chief factors being G-isomorphic. In particular there is such
correspondence between complemented /?-chief factors of G/PG. Now let (*) and
(**) be two arbitrary chief series of G. Consider the chief series (*)' and (**)' of
G/PG obtained by multiplying each member of (*) and (**) respectively by PG.
From what has been just said above and from Proposition 2.4 the result follows
for partially ^-complemented p-chief factors of G. Since p was an arbitrary prime
we are done.

3. Proof of the main theorem

In order to prove the main theorem we will need the following two lemmas.

LEMMA 3.1. Let & be a Sylow system of a group G and H ^ G. Then there is
a conjugate H9, g e G, of H in G such that @ reduces into H9.
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PROOF. This is a consequence of a result of P. Hall [6] which states that any
two Sylow systems of G are conjugate.

LEMMA 3.2. Let @ be a Sylow system of G which reduces into V. If & also
reduces into a subgroup MofG which contains some "^-injector of G, then V 5S M.

PROOF. By hypotheses © n M = % is a Sylow system of M. Let W be an
£5r-injector of G contained in M. By Lemma 3.1 there is a conjugate Wm, me M,
of W in M into which % reduces. In particular © reduces into Wm. Now Wm is
an ^-injector of G and hence is conjugate to V. But by Lemma 1(2) [7] ^-injectors
of G are pronormal in G. Hence by the corollary to the Theorem in [9], Wm = V
and therefore V ^ M, as required.

We now prove the main theorem.

PROOF. Let © be a Sylow system of G. By Lemma 3.1 there is some g-injector
V of G into which © reduces. Consider a chief series of G/Pa, and denote by Bp the
intersection of exactly one complement of each complemented p-chief factor of
G/PG, into which © reduces. By Corollary 2.3 each of these complements contains
some ^-injector of G, and therefore by Lemma 3.2 each contains V. Thus V ^ Bp.
Also let W be a Prefrattini subgroup of G corresponding to ©, then W :g Bp

(See [8]). By Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.6 [8] with/(/>) = <j>, BP/PG avoids all
complemented p-chief factors of GjP° and covers the rest. Thus let HjK be an
f^-avoided complemented />-chief factor of G. If H/K is partially ^-complemented
in G, then by Proposition 2.4 HPajKP° is complemented in G/P° so that Bp n # P G

= Bp n ^ P G i.e. P G (5 p n H) = PG(Bp n /Q using the modular law. Also
PG n (Bp n H) = PG n H = PG n K = PG n (Bp n K); since Bp n H ^ Bp n K
it follows that Bp n H = Bp n K which means Z?p avoids ///.£. However if ///A:
is not partially ^-complemented then HPG/KPG is a Frattini chief factor of G
and so covered by Bp which means Bp also covers i//^T since Bp 2i .PG. Finally
since Bp covers all f^-covered and all Frattini p-chiet factors it follows that Bp

avoids just the partially ^-complemented p-chief factors of G, and covers the rest.
Next assume that for each prime p Bp has been constructed as above corre-

sponding to the same Sylow ©. Let Z(@) = f]pBp. Then clearly Z(©) avoids all
partially ^-complemented chief factors of G. Also \G : Z(©)| = Y\p\G '• &p\' Thus
|Z(©)| is the product of the orders of all chief factors of G which are not partially
^-complemented. Hence Z(@) has the required covering/avoidance property.

Finally since Sylow systems of G are transitively permuted by the inner
automorphism of G, Z(@) as © runs through the Sylow systems of G, form a
characteristic class of conjugate subgroups.

We will refer to these subgroups as ^-subgroups.

COROLLARY 3.3. For each prime p and each Sylow p-subgroup Zp of an %$-
subgroup Z(@) ofG, ZpP

GjPG covers all Frattini p-chief factors ofG/PG and avoids
the rest.
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COROLLARY 3.4. Let Z (3 ) be an %^-subgroup of G corresponding to a Sylow
system © and let © reduce into V. If' W is a Prefrattini subgroup of G corresponding
to ®, then (V, W) ^ Z(@).

Next we show that one can say even more, with the help of the following
Lemma.

LEMMA 3.5. Let © = {Sp} be any Sylow system of G and W a Prefrattini
subgroup of G corresponding to ©, then © reduces into W.

PROOF. By definition (See [8]), W = HPIIGI MP where M" is the intersection
of exactly one complement of each complemented /7-chief factor in a given chief
series of G, into which © reduces. The Lemma now follows from the following
simple facts, namely (a) that if X and Y are subgroups of G with coprime indices
and if © reduces into each of them then © reduces into X n Y, and (b) that
\G : X n Y\ = \G : X\ • \G : Y\.

THEOREM 3.6. Let Z(@), Vand Wbe as in corollary 3.4. Then Z(@) = VW.

PROOF. By Corollary 3.4, < V, W} ^ Z(@). Let Sp e © be a Sylow ^-subgroup
of G. Then by Lemma 3.5, Sp n W = Wp is a Sylow /(-subgroup of W. Since by
hypotheses, © reduces into V, Vp = Spn Pa is a Sylow /?-subgroup of V. Now
S p n WPPG = Wp(SpnP°) = WpVp, by the modular law; thus Wp and Vp

commute. Let Zp be a Sylow /^-subgroup of Z(©) containing Wp Vp. By Corollary
3.3, PG WpjP

G = PGZPIPG i.e. Zp = WP(ZP n PG) = Wp Vp; thus Zp =WpVp^
WV s < W, V} ^ Z(©). Since /? is an arbitrary prime, using order argument it
follows that Z(@) ^ WV. For | Wp n Kp| is the product of orders of all ^-covered
and Frattini />-chief factors in any chief series of G through PG whereas | (W n V)p\ ^
the product of orders of such /?-chief factors in any given chief series. Thus

|Z(©)| = 77p|zp| = np\wpvp\ = np\wp\ • np\vp\/np\wp n vp\
^ np\wp\-np\vp\/np\(Wn v)p\ = \wv\.

Hence Z(@) = WV.

COROLLARY 3.7. Let Z(©) = VW be an %0-subgroup of G and let Wp and Vp

be permutable Sylow p-subgroups of W and V respectively. Then Wp n Vp is a
Sylow p-subgroup of W n V as well as of Vp n W.

Now let § be the set of all g-covered, Frattini chief factors H/K of G with
the property that if p\ \H/K\, then H n PGjK n PG is a Frattini/>-chief factor of G.

COROLLARY 3.8. V c\W covers all chief factors of G which belong to S} and
avoids the rest.

PROOF. Clearly V r\W avoids all 5"av°ided and all complemented chief
factors of G. Let H/K be an ^-covered and Frattini chief factor of G and assume
HfK is a /7-chief factor. If H/K$ !Q, then H n PG\K n PG is a complemented chief
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factor of G, whence H n P° n W = K n PG n W, i.e. P° r\W avoids H/K.
By Corollary 3.7, it follows that #//<: is avoided by V n W. On the other hand,
if H/Ke § and if p\ \H/K\, then by hypotheses H n P /̂isT n P G is covered by W,
i.e. (HnPGn W){K n PG) = H n PG, i.e. {H r\PG n W)K = (H n PG)/s: = //,
since i//A^ is ^-covered. Thus H/K is covered by P G n W and hence by Fn W,
by corollary 3.7.

Finally we remark that if % is a trivial Fischer class then an §«rsubgroup
coincides with a Prefrattini subgroup of G.

I am indebted to Dr. H. Lausch for suggesting the problem and for his help
and encouragement, and to the referee for his comments.
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